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ABSTRACT

The second-order accurate generalized perturbation theory (GPT), nodal neulronics model utilized within the nuclear
fuel management optimization code FORMOSA-P is presented within the context of prediction fidelity and computa-
tional efficiency versus forward solution. Key features of the GPT neutronics model as implemented within the Sim-
ulated Annealing optimization adaptive control algorithm are discussed. Supporting results arc then presented
demonstrating the superior consistency of adaptive control for both global and local optimization searches.

Introduction

In-core nuclear fuel management for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) concerns the optimum placement of fuel and
burnable poison (BP) material within a core loading pattern such that the greatest economic benefit is derived while
satisfying operational constraints. Economic benefit is interpreted according to the individual needs of the utility but
most often seeks to achieve, on a single cycle basis, one of the following objectives: (1) maximization of thermal
operating margin; (2) maximization of cycle energy production; (3) minimization of fresh fuel enrichment; and (4)
maximization of the discharge region exposure. Constraints include limits on maximum power peaking (Fxy and FQ),
moderator reactivity feedback (moderator temperature coefficient or MTC), and discharge exposure on a region,
assembly, and fuel rod basis. Depending on the availability of computing resources and the design difficulty, which
may be complicated by the use of multiple fresh fuel and BP types, a typical design may involve from several days to
several weeks of engineering time. A literature survey shows a wide variety of methods employed [ 1 -3 ] for assisting
the core design engineer in the decision-making process. In such applications, however, there are no guarantees for
establishing an optimal pattern because of inherent approximations designed to address: (1) the enormous size of the
decision space; (2) the non-linearity of the objective function and constraints; and (3) the existence of numerous local
minima (maxima). Engineering judgment remains, nevertheless, the final criteria for assessing the merits of a given
loading pattern.

FORMOSA-P was developed for the purpose of automating the process of determining the family of near optimum
fuel and BP loading patterns while taking into account, with a minimum of assumptions, the complexities of the
reload design problem. FORMOSA-P couples the stochastic optimization technique of Simulated Annealing |4] with
a computationally efficient neutronics solver based on second-order accurate, nodal generalized perturbation theory
(GPT) (5] for evaluating core physics characteristics over the cycle. By examining tens of thousands of candidate
loading patterns, the engineer is afforded a number of different solutions, statistically validated to lie in the vicinity of
the optimum for the staled objective function. The capability of FORMOSA-P to select from a variety of objective
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function ami constraint formulations allows, furthermore, the assessment of such intangibles as the relationship of
thermal operating margin to fuel cycle COSLS.

I"his paper discusses the fidelity and efliciency of the FORMOSA-!' code within Uie context of the underlying neu-
ironics foraiuhuion and the Simulated Annealing (SA) optimization algorithm. FORMOSA-1' is unique in thai the
optimisation algorithm employed takes advantage of key features of the GIT solution methodology as a means of
assuring consistency i/i the optimized loading pattern results obtained. Discussed in the following sections are (he pri-
mary models that comprise the FORMOSA-!' code. These include the following: (1) reference nodal neutronics
model: <2) second-order accurate nodal ( i l T neutronics model: and (3) Simulated Annealing adaptive search control
algorithm.

Reference Neutronics Model

The reference neuironics model within FORMOSA-!' corresponds to a two-dimensional Cartesian |x-y| geometry
implementation of the nodal expansion method (NKM) to solve the two-group, steady-slate neutron diffusion equa-
tion:

A ™ X (1)

Hie principal characteristics of this polynomial nodal method are its quartic expansion of the one-dimensional trans-
verse integrated flux and quadratic leakage mode] for the transverse leakages |6). The solution algorithm employed is
based on the non-linear iterative NF_M strategy |7J. a key feature of which is the preservation of a coarse-mesh finite
difference (CM11)) matrix structure. This is achieved through updating of the CMFD diffusion coupling coefficients
to force agreement with the node surface average current determined from a spatially decoupled NI£M calculation
spanning two adjoining nodes. I"hus. the non-linear operator of Kq. (1) may be written as:

liach two-group, two-node NFM problem produces a 16 by 16 linear system of equations which is reducible to a sin-
gle 8 by 8 and two 4 by 4 system of equations [8|. These correspond to continuity of current and discontinuity of flux
across adjoinining node interfaces and the preservation of the Oth, 1st and 2nd flux moments within each node. By
maintaining the ("MIT) matrix structure a conventional outer-inner iterative solution strategy may be employed, with
periodic updating of the matrix structure performed to address local thermal-hydraulic and fission product feedbacks,
soluble boron criticality search (if required), and NF.M correction of diffusion coupling coefficients. Acceleration of
the outer iterations is achieved through use of Wielandt shift (9) while the inner iterations are accelerated through use
of SOR with optimum relaxation parameter estimation (10]. Additional computational speed is obtained through the
functionalization of tabular group constants to piece-wise cubic spline polynomials, with automatic detenninauon of
region boundary knot values to minimize the least squares fit error [11]. The use of cubic splines has been shown to
reduce the cross section evaluation time by a factor of eight versus utilization of a four point [.agrangian interpolation
scheme and, as will be shown later, is crucial for obtaining peak performance within the GPT neulronics solver.

l-igure 1 displays a full core benchmark of FORMOSA-H predictions against the lilectricitC de France licensing code
COCCTNKLLK. Version 2.2. The benchmark problem is a two-dimensional |x-y| representation of the Blayais, Unit 2
Cycle 8 core loading pattern at BOC. hot full power, all rods out with modeling of local thermal-hydraulic and fission
product feedbacks. As shown, superb agreement is exhibited in both nodal powers and core eigenvalue. Consistent
with the FORMOSA-P code philosophy of integrating into existing design licensing code systems, homogenized
group constants identical to those required by COCC1NELLK were utilized as input. It is noted that in (he benchmark
comparisons FORMOSA-!' utilized a four node per assembly nodal discretization while COCCINFLLF. used a fine-
mesh, finite difference discretization (30x30 mesh per assembly). Additional FORMOSA-P code benchmarks per-
formed within other licensing design code systems have shown similar accuracy, with RMS assembly relative power
errors of less than 0.4% consistently obtained at all cycle burnup steps.
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Generalized Perturbation Theory Model

Core physics characteristics during a 1 •'( )KM( >S A-P optimization are evaluated utilizing a second-order accurate ( i l T
model as derived from the reference solution non-linear NKM iterative strategy. I'he use of (JIT is motivated by the
SA algorithm requirement of a large number of loading pattern evaluations, each involving repetitive calculation ol
core power distributions and reactivity over the operating cycle. As H )KM( )SA-I' allows for multiple objective func-
tion and constraint formulations, including those that require evaluation of feed enrichment, local power peak, and
discharge burnup. the ( i lT model must maintain accuracy and elticiency with respect to an equivalent forward NHM
solution for a wide range of core loading pattern perturbations.

Within FORMOSA-P, a change in core response, such as power, at a core location T is related to the current esti-
mates of ihe governing system operators, llux anil eigenvalue through the following CrlT functional:

AR'P = -<rf.(^'-^'B;'')<tp (*i

l"he superscript "est' denotes an estimate for the condition 'p' of a perturbed core loading pattern. Ihe subscript "o*
corresponds to the reference loading pattern and t is the adjoint (lux for the gener;ili/ed core response in location
T . lor linear operators. Hq. (3) is accurate to one higher order than tile estimate of the flux and eigenvalue utilized in
the functional. In such cases, linear superposition of single assembly contributions (e.g. llux change) to the loading
pattern perturbation c;ui be performed, thereby providing the first-order esimates required to obtain a second-order
(HT response. This approach has been successfully extended to the estimation of the operator ^NllM

 (>f Hq. (2) for
perturbations in the NHM coupling coefficients of the non-linear NIM .strategy 112). Further extension of the linear
superposition approach to the treatment of highly non-linear, local thermal-hydraulic and li.ssion product feedbacks
has proved insufficiently accurate, thereby requiring an additional second-order accurate, non-linear correction to liq.
(1) This correction is accurately obtained by direct substitution of the 'uncorrecled' power response of Ivq. (3> into
analytical sensitivities for the change in cross section with local power 113].

First-order accurate estimates of the core reactivity llux. and nodal coupling coefficients corresponding to any given
loading pattern may be expressed as follows:

Nihng Nchns> Nth/ii;

K" = K + X AX* (4): Kst = ^>+ £ A<t)* (S); ^'p'= b"+ X A^ (6)

! = 1 f = 1 1=1

Within Ivqs. <4)-(6). the single assembly perturbations 's' are performed with respect to the reference core loading
pattern "<>' priono the start of an optimization. The changes in NKM flux <Aty). eigenvalue (AX) and NHM coupling
corrections ( A D ) are solved for exactly utilizing the NHM neutronics solver and stored for later use. Once inside the
( i l T neutronics solver of the SA optimization, an estimate of die CMI1) operator of liq. (2) lor a given perturbed
loading pattern is readily obtained by performing a single feedback update utilizing die lirst-order, reconstructed flux
results of lu)s. (4) and (5). An estimate of the NHM operator, required for use in the ( i l T functional is then obtained
as follows:

It is noted that depletion is handled by solving for bumup utilizing a forward difference operator, both for the single
assembly perturbations and the second-order reconstructed power responses. Since this approach yields group con-
stants accurate through second-order in burnup. there is no need to explicitly consider sensitivities with respect U
bumup within the OPT functional.

Table I displays a comparison of the CPU run-lime performance results for the CiPT model versus the reference for
ward solution, non-linear NHM model within FORMO.SA-P. The run-time comparisons were made on a DKCstau'on
5000 (approximately 1.5 MI1.OPS floating point performance) for an 8 bumup step depletion with 160 nodes (1/4
core I.P, 2-0 [x-y| geometry, 4 nodes/assembly). As shown, a relative speedup of 8.3 is obtained for the CiPT mode
with respect to die reference nodal NHM model. Of greater significance, is the large fraction of CPU time spent ii
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evaluating local feedbacks ;uid in performing the cross section setup (which includes the calculation of node-wise
bumups). Table 2 displays the I;ORMOSA-P maximum absolute errors in predicted assembly power and core eigen-
value responses over iwo SA coaling cycles for a power peaking minimization run. As shown, the accuracy of sec-
ond-order (iJT at the completion of the optimization is virtually identical to the NEM results. These results are
typical for local reactivity perturbations of up to 15 % Ap on a first SA cooling cycle.

GPT Model Time | s | Reference NEM Model Time [s]

Cross Section Setup 0.168
lsl-Order Superposition 0.043
1 st-Order Feedback Update 0.147
2nd-Order Functional 0.145
2nd-Order Feedback Correction 0.075

Cross Section Setup 0.168
Eigenvalue and Flux (41 outer, 1.750
164 fast, 82 thermal avg./depl. step)
Feedback Updates (10 avg./depl. step) 1.469
Non-linear NEM (5 avg./depl. step) 1.406

Total CPU Time 0.578 4.793

Table 1. Comparison of GPT Run-Time Performance Results versus NEM

Maximum Absolute Assembly Power Error

Burnup Cooling Cycle 1 Cooling Cycle 2
(MWD/MTt) ] si-Order 2nd-0rder 1 st-Order 2nd-Order

Core Eigenvalue Error (Akeff)

Cooling Cycle 1 Cooling Cycle 2

1 st-Order 2nd-Order 1 st-Order 2nd-Order

0

1500

4500

9000

14000

0.104

0.031

0.037

0.049

0.027

0.032

0.002

0.011

0.003

0.006

0.008

0.004

0.009

0.010

0.039

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.001

0.003

.0010!

.00077

-.00011

-.00025

.00069

.00018

.00004

.00005

.00007

.00004

.00023

.00022

.00015

.00004

-.00022

.00000

.00000

-.00001

-.00001

-.00001

Table 2. GPT Accuracy Performance Results

The total number of single assembly perturbations of Eqs. (4)-(6), represented by Nchng, is set by a maximum allow-
ance, Krnge, on the size of (he reactivity change anticipated for any given single assembly perturbation during the
current SA cooling cycle (i.e. one iteration of the S A control algorithm). A relative power density of unity is assumed
for the purpose of estimating assembly exposures over the fuel cycle during the process of calculating permissible
single assembly perturbations. The maximum reactivity allowance serves the dual purpose of controlling the magni-
tude of GPT errors while reducing the size of the search space. Thus, on a given S A cooling cycle only those assem-
bly pairings satisfying the maximum reactivity allowance will be stochastically sampled for exchange. It is noted that
since multiple SA cooling cycles are employed during a FORMOSA-P optimization, with each establishing a new
reference solution based on the converged result of the most recent SA cooling cycle, the entire search space is
readily spanned. As will be shown in the next section, the value of Nchng figures directly in the S A adaptive control
algorithm.
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Optimization Model

The Simulated Annealing algorithm derives from the Monte Carlo application in which individual panicles within an
annealing solid arc tracked as the solid cools: with biasing enacted toward those particle displacements that minimize
the energy slate of the solid. A particle displacement is accepted with HXH probability if an energy stale lower than
thai of the previous slate has been achieved. In conslrasl, a higher energy slate is accepted based on a conditional
probability that is an exponential function i.. .ie difference in energy between the current and previous slates divided
by (lie temperature of the heat bath.

In the general SA implementation, the objective function replaces the energy stale of the solid and the temperature
becomes a control parameter adjusted according to an annealing schedule. Within l-'ORMOSA-P, Oie objective func-
tion is formulated to include the active constraints, such as those on radial power peaking and octant power tilt. This
may be expressed by the equation / = / + y 0 , where / and / represent the modified and true objective functions,
respectively. 0 is a function that is positive-valued under the conditions of constraint violations, and y is a positive-
valued penally coefticient that is adaplively controlled during the optimization.

Binary and ternary location exchanges are the basis of loading pattern generation. Locations are randomly selected
for exchange based on the current geometry, non-lixed core locations as might be specified by the user, and symmetry
shuttling options such as requiring symmetric octant partners to be maintained. Iiaeh exchange may also involve the
sampling of BP loadings and/or orientations for those assemblies targeted for placement within newly selected core
locations.

The SA algorithm within 1-ORMOSA-P employs adaptive control in (he estimation of initial temperature, adjustment
of temperature during the search, and the detection of convergence. Both global and local search options are avail-
able. As will be discussed, the size of the permissible search space as delined by the the total number of single assem-
bly perturbations, Nchng. is the underlying basis of adaptive search control.

lor global and local search options, an initial search is conducted in order to enable a suitable initial temperature to be
estimated. During this initial search all non-grossly-infeasible solutions are accepted (i.e. an infinite temperature is
used). The length of this search is adaptively selected to be Bo Ncltng, where B o is a constani. At the end of this initial
search, the standard deviation, G,, of the distribution of the objective function values of solutions accepted is calcu-
lated. The initial temperature is chosen according to T=A (T, [ 14), where A is a constant specific to either a global or
local search.

During the optimization the temperature is held ata constant t.ilue until eilheragiven number of acceptances (L^^,)
have been achieved or a given number of trials (Lchajn) have been attempted, whichever comes first. The values of
these variables are adaptively selected to be lJIran= Bj Nchng and Lchain= B 2 Ncling unless specified otherwise by the
user. B, and B2 are constants specific to either a global or local search. A new temperature is then calculated accord-
ing to the formula Tn + 1 = aTn , where a is either a user input or adaptively calculated as a = exp(-vTn/of) 1151- In the
present implementation, v is a constant and a is restricted to be greater than a predetermined threshold value.

During global searches the temperature is held constani when the ratio of acceptances to total number of trials falls
below a threshold value, (hereby allowing continued sampling over a greater portion of the search space. This is in
contrast to local searches which would continue to decrease temperature until convergence is detected. Gk>;al and
local searches are terminated when, at the end of the search at a particular temperature, a given number o) trials
(l. lnglh) have been made. The value of I-ingth ' s selected to be I'it,gt/i=B3 Ncling, where B 3 is a constant. In the case of
local searches, the search is also termimux' if the ratio of acceptances to trials made falls below a limiting value and
more than Nchng trials have passed since a new best solution was found.

To bias the search increasingly towards feasible space as it progresses, the penalty for constraint violation, y, is grad-
ually increased through a weighting parameter. Initial values of the weighting parameter. Pg and p], are required for
global and local searches, respectively. Thereafter, every time the temperature is adjusted the weighting factor is
increased by a constant multiplier. This occurs even if no temperature change has occurred, as is (he case in (he later
stages of a global search. In addition, a maneuver known as a 'return to base' is executed if no progress is being
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made. During a return in base the current solution is replaced by the best solution encountered so far and the search is
then resumed. The adaptive control search executes a return to base if a new best solution has not been encountered in
C'| I-ingUi trials for a local search and CR l-|llgIj, trials for a global search, where C| and Cs are constants.

fables 3 and 4 display results demonstrating the performance of adaptive search control as implemented in the global
and local search strategies. The results presented show the average performance over 20 code runs initialed from dif-
ferent initial conditions (i.e. reference loading pattern and/or random number seed). Each run was performed as a glo-
bal search with continuation as a local search upon global search convergence. Shown are comparisons of results
obtained using non-adaptive search control and those using adaptive search control, both with and without the ternary
exchange feature, on a sample power peaking minimization problem.

Non-adaptive
Search

Adaptive Global Search
(no ternary exchanges)

Adaptive Global Search
(with ternary exchanges)

f

Of

N

1.3562

0.0137

21177

1.3421

0.0102

23909

1.3420

0.0079

23979

Table 3. A Comparison of Global Search Performances

For the global search algorithm it can be seen that, at the cost of a slight increase in the average number of histories
per run N. there is a significant improvement in the quality of the solutions, a lower average objective function F, and
in the consistency of performance, a lower standard deviation in the distribution of solutions Of. In this case, the use
of ternary exchanges does not improve the average performance significantly but does further improve its consis-
tency.

J-or tiie local search algorithm the results presented show the average performance is improved both in terms of solu-
tion quality T and run lime N. The use of ternary exchanges not only improves consistency as measured by Of but also
solution quality. Similar performance results have been observed for other objective function formulations.

f

Of

N

Non-adaptive
Search

1.3028

0.0130

30655

Adaptive Local Search
(no ternary exchanges)

1.2956

0.0100

24512

Adaptive Local Search
(with ternary exchanges

1.2931

0.0074

25409

Table 4. A Comparison of Local Search Performances

Recalling the CPU run-time performance results of Table 1, the execution of 30,000 histories for the 1/4-core prob-
lem specified could be completed in 4.8 hours on a DECstation-5000 wilh an additional 25-30% CPU run-time over-
head expense required to perform the GIT adjoint and first-order perturbed solution calculations. Recent results
obtained for an IBM R.S6000 (Model 375) showed actual turnaround limes of approximately 80 minutes for this same
problem in a multi-user environment. If a forward versus GPT solution were employed, CPU run-times would
increase on the IBM RS6000 lo about 11.1 hours, clearly demonstrating the desirability of employing GPT.
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0 7081 0.9241 0 7057 <-- FORH0SA3.O (2i2 mesh, lodal)
0.696 0.911 0.693 <-- C0CCIIELLE2.2 (30x30 mesh, FD)
0.012 0 013 0.013 <-- Difference [FC1R3.0] - [CQX2.2]

0.7196 0.9879 0.9690 1.1838 0 9631 0.9892 0 7212
0.709 0.979 0.96S 1.184 0.960 0.981 0.711
0.011 0 009 0.004 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.010

0.4799 1.1041 1.0040 1 0337 1.2449 1.0395 1.0111 1.1060 0.4799
0 472 1.097 1.003 1.037 1.251 1.043 1.011 1.100 0 472
0.008 0.007 0.001 -0.003 -0.006 -0.003 0.000 0.006 0.008

0.4780 0.9915 0.839S 0.9809 1.2522 1.1009 1.2637 0.9811 0.8370 0 9911 0.4774
0.471 0.983 0.837 0.983 1.260 1.109 1.272 0.984 0.835 0.983 0.470
0.007 0.009 0.002 -0.002 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.003 0.002 0.008 0.007

0.7167 1.0999 0.8356 1.1593 1.1820 1.0101 1.0681 1.0107 1.1820 1.1564 0.8378 1 1010 0.7171
0.706 1.093 0 833 1.163 1.188 1.017 1.075 1.017 1.188 1.159 0.835 1.094 0.707
0.011 0.007 0.003 -0.004 -0.006 -0.007 -0.007 -0.006 -0.006 -0.004 0.003 0.007 0.010

0.9835 0.9992 0.9782 1.1829 0.9815 1.2683 1.1221 1.2617 0.9789 1.1918 0.9787 1.0016 0.9850
0.975 0.999 0 980 1.189 0.987 1.278 1.132 1.271 0.984 1.198 0.981 1.001 0.976
0.008 0.000 -0.002 -0.006 -0.005 -0.010 -0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.006 -0.002 0.001 0.009

0.7070 0.9628 1.0354 1.2537 1.0046 1.2611 0.98S7 1.2330 0.9797 1.2641 1.0100 1.2584 1.0345 0.9665 0.7105
0.695 0.960 1.039 1.262 1.011 1.270 0 992 1.242 0.986 1.263 1.017 1.267 1.038 0.963 0.698
0.012 0.003 -0.004 -0 008 -0.006 -0.009 -0.006 -0.00.9 -0 006 -0.009 -0 007 -0.009 -0 003 0 003 0 012

0.9239 1.1882 1.2467 1.1012 1.0601 1.1160 1.2281 1.0006 1.2216 1.1062 1.0593 1.1053 1.2479 1.1917 0.9314
0.911 1.189 1.254 1.110 1.067 1.126 1.237 1.007 1.230 1.115 1.066 1.114 1.255 1.192 0.919
0.013 -0.001 -0.007 -0.009 -0 007 -0.009 -0.009 -0.006 -0.008 -0.009 -0.007 -0 009 -0.007 0.000 0.012

0.7057 0.9645 1.0376 1.2616 1.0079 1.2480 0.9691 1.2147 0.9732 1.2492 1.0040 1.2579 1.0448 0.9690 0.7108
0.693 0.961 1.041 1.270 1.014 1.257 0.975 1.223 0.979 1.258 1.010 1.266 1.048 0.966 0.699
0.013 0.003 -0.003 -0.008 -0.006 -0.009 -0.006 -0.008 -0.006 -0.009 -0 006 -0.008 -0.003 0 003 0.012

0.9901 1.0110 0 9862 1.1849 0.9711 1.2475 1.1085 1.2564 0.9735 1.1744 0.9799 1.0077 0.9899
0.982 1.011 0.989 1.191 0.976 1.256 1.118 1.265 0.979 1.180 0.982 1.008 0.981
0.008 0.000 -0.003 -0.006 -0.005 -0.009 -0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.006 -0.002 0.000 0.009

0.7227 1.1100 0.8447 1.1590 1.1771 0.9968 1.0612 1.0050 1.176S 1.1521 0.8366 1.1036 0.7201
0.712 1.104 0.842 1.162 1.183 1.003 1.068 1.011 1.182 1.155 0.834 1.097 0.710
0.011 0.006 0.003 -0.003 -0.006 -0.006 -0.007 -0.006 -0.006 -0.003 0.003 0.007 0.010

0.4834 0.9942 0.8343 0.9768 1.2504 1.1004 1.2456 0.9729 0.8332 0.9885 0.4771
0.476 0.986 0.832 0.981 1.258 1.108 1.253 0.975 0.830 0.980 0.470
0.007 0.008 0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.008 -0.007 -0.002 0.003 0.008 0.007

0.4786 1.1025 1.0059 1.0429 1.2442 1.0312 0.9973 1.0977 0.4775
0.471 1.096 1.005 1.046 1.250 1.034 0.996 1.091 0.470
0.008 0.007 0.001 -0.003 -0.006 -0.003 0.001 0.007 0.007

0.7186 0.9873 0.9664 1.1857 0.9628 0.9825 0.7157
0.708 0.978 0.963 1.18S 0.9S9 0.973 0.705
0.011 0.009 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.010 0.011 k-eff«ctiv«

0.7068 0.9243 0.7064 <-- FORHOSA3.0 --> 1.040041
0.694 0.911 0.694 <— C0CCIIELLE2.2 —> 1.040040
0.013 0.013 0.012 <— CF0R3.O]-[C0X2.2] —> 0.000001

Figure 1. Comparison of FORMOSA-P Predictions versus COCCINELLE (BL208/BOC)
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